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Abstract
This article will firstly highlight the idea of civil society in a global scale
constituting a manifestation of a modern state which has been long existed since
Plato (427-327 BC) and Al Farabi era (died in 339 C) named as ‘Utopia’ including
the idea of democratization and the respect toward humanity values as the
manifestation of diversity. Later, this article will scrutinize this idea in the context
of Indonesian socio-cultural setting; how is civil society served as an instrument
striven toward democratization of Ummah including the respect toward humanity
values in the light of plurality; what are the potential threats of disintegration in
Indonesia; how does democracy contribute toward the building of civil society; how
does religion serve as the source of building civil society.
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1. Introduction
Thingking of the long term future is no longer new for the mankind. The
tought may take predictions such as Nostradamus during the mid century in
Europe and Jayabaya era in Indonesia. Or it may take imagination on ideal life
system, like Plato (427-327 BC) or Al Farabi (died in 339 C). The society
described by Plato and Farabi is called Utopia, the term which has been long
referred to even till nowdays. In this sense, their works attempted to frame an
imaginary state which is supported by the ‘ideal’ government.3 In the later
period the term is described as the concept intended for unserious purposes
but rather as a sarcasm for the present which used to be was going on.
However, a scientific thought on the long term future, in fact, has just
begun in these early centuries, because public’s trust in this year on
technological competence to realize the human aspirations has come to its
peak. Scientific imaginations have been created by numerous scientists for
they have strategic function in releasing the brain and triggering one’s
estimation in thinking the long term future.
The reform era which falls down Soeharto regime (1966-1998) and
declares the vice president BJ. Habibie as the substituting president during
transitional period has popularized the concept of civil society. Because the
president along with his cabinet quite often launched a discourse on the
concept of civil society in many occassions.

Even, Habibie issued the

presidential decree No 198/ 1998 dated on February 27th 1999 to build an
institution intended for formulating and socializing the concept of civil society.
This concept is developed to shift the old paradigm emphasizing on stability
and security which is evidently no longer suitable. Soeharto, is urged to give
3
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over the reign on May 21st 1998 under the pressure of movement reform who
were fed up with the atoritarian military government. The reform movement
is supported by western states which introduce the concept of civil society
under the main theme ” Human rights”.
Political academician from UGM, Dr Mohtar Mas’oed (1993) believes
that the development of civil society, in fact, is beneficial to create and preserve
a democracy, yet for the unexperienced society in democratic practice it will
accordingly hamper the democracy process because they consider it as
political power distribution aiming at providing equal power distribution per
se, not on the rule of the game basis. Some of the Indonesian society remain
difficult to accept a formal leader (head of local district) coming from different
belief. For instance, the phenomenon of Governor’s case (Ahok) at DKI Jakarta
regional head election which triggers a conflict of SARA. The phenomona of
social chaos that mostly bring the issue of SARA demonstrate that there are
numerous society who are layman to the laws and politic (as the pre-requiste
of civil society), besides the laws enforcement which is unsatisfied yet. To
prevent this, it is vital to develop democracy institutions, notably political
institutilization as well as an efective birocracy assuring the sustainability of
transparant and participatory government process.
2. The Idea of Civil Society in Socio-Cultural Setting of Indonesia
a. The History of Civil Society Idea in Indonesia
When looking at the background of the emergence of Civil society idea
in Indonesia socio-cultural setting, it is undeniable to negate the historical
process of social structure establishment since the colonial era. Early
generation shortly after the independence across most

Asian countries

including Indonesia have been immediately confronted with a series of
problems and extraordinary demands notably on the newly social order
process concerning the plurality of etnichity, religion, and language. These
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disintegration impacts are intentionally created by the colonial government
with the hope that the process of national integration won’t come to happen.
A part from the potential disputes iniated by the colonialism, they
indirectly got involved in the establihment of unbalanced client-patron
structure. The patron

which constitutes a number of political elite(the

minority) thoroughly predominates

the entire life aspects. Hence, the

marginal society who are suppossed to take the advantage of their own
proportionally, just have nothing. The unbalanced client-patron structure is
obviously seen in economy sector. As we know that the colonial economy
tends to develop the mode of natural sources distribution only according to
the metropolitan needs. So, it leaves the structure of unequal economy and
social. This unequality in turn leads to the emergence of indegenious colonial
elites who have facility and authority in using the existing sources of the
country. It considerably affirms that the nation building process as such has
revealed absolutism and authoritariansm potensials in the later regime.4
In the following period, the new order goverment vigorously carried
out the development as the realization of national economy growth in spite of
its unbalance. For the sake of effectiveness and effeciency of nation building,
the development model taken is mainstreamed to urban sector. This model
brings a gap which is built in trading balance between urban and rural sector
which definitely most harms rural areas. This developmet policy by its nature
reflects the urban bias which tends to strengthen the position of the urban
elites. In most developing countries, this leads to industrilization pattern
which serves the consumption need of elite class rather than the public. This
tendency will in turn lead to economy distortion which is getting stronger with
political implications in the long term. Because it likely fails to integrate the
4
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population segments which is traditionally ignored and marginalized,5 which
is supposed to serve as the mainstream of national life. This political
implication is marked by the increasing demands of society wishing their
rights back. The accumulation of these movements has awaken the segment
proportionality of the public to grab the real power. The civil society ever since
has been crystalized and becoming a jargon for the lower class of society in
coping with the unjust patron-client relation which has been long occurred.
Basically, civil society is a social order which gives great opportunities
to the public to freely manage their own selves. With regard to democracy,
there is no guaranttee that the empowerment of society segment will
automatically reveal a democratic system. This is as highlighted by Gramscian,
that the civil society building will create a democracy of a bourgeois middle
class.6 Similarly, Dr. Hasan Hanafi—Islamic scholar—rejects the concept of
civil society as it tends to create the unbalanced social structure. Because the
authority factor of society in the system as such is more dominant. Hence, it is
highly potential for the social group of society who have power both materials
and influence will gain more facilities and create new democracy system for
bourgeois society. For this reason, democracy struggle won’t reveal a newly
democratic system unless followed by the struggle of classes (social layer).
b. Disintegration Threats within the life of Indonesian State
Within the civil society order, it is imperative to build awareness of
society on gaining their political right, mainly in political particiation to
determine a decision on the basis of their common interest. This implies a
logical consequence to be able to tolerate and respect the dissenting opinion.
This habitual practice can prevent the horizontal conflict which is rooted from
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the issues of religious, ethnicity diversity, and other primordial values.
Triggering SARA conflict with primordialisme nuance is absolutely irrelevant
in the era of pluralistic civil society.7
However, the practice of tolerance in the light of ethnic, religious, amd
language diversity remains less. Because the fanatism seems to dominate the
individuals compared to the conciuosness on building common interest. This
is an implication of long process of colonial politic cultivated within the life
state of Indonesia. They are confronted with highly internal disintegration
inheritance even a conflict or resistance which mostly appears due to unclear
constraints. What’s more, the partiality of colonial government on a particular
ethnical or religious group over the others---which at the same time this tactic
is used for pitting one to another.8 As a result, today we can witness that the
historical episode of Indonesia is more tinted by numerous etchnical and
religious disintegrations or disputes. The primordial values as such are
vurnarable to become the source of disintegration due to its nature which is
sacrad and trancendental.
The understanding distortion over religious texts quite often threats
the process of national integration. A religion which has to serve as the source
of integration and democracy building surprisingly turns the opposite.
Noticing the last few years of incidents, it obviously demonstrate that the
existing religions are squandered from its mission to build a unity of ummah
within the universal light to seize a certain political interest. In this regard,
people are willing to manipulate religion for the sake of their own mission.
Thus, religions are somewhat used to subordinate the others who are outside
his religion. Accordingly, a religion supossedly constituting as the truth
enlightenment

for each adherent turns out toward disharmony and
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disintegration. For this reason, we’ve got to be proud of the ideas from the
religious figures to conduct interfaith dialogues. It attempts to realize the
egalitarian social order regardless of seeing ethnic and belief discrimination
which is potentially accessable to another discrimination in wider dimensions.
Once this is realized, a dream about civil society will gradually come to happen.
3. Tracing the Historical Root of Civil Society Concept
Though the civil society discourse is getting broader nowadays, it urges
us to trace the history of its idea or concept to attain the great historical
relation. Also, understanding the socio-culture setting of the concept will
provide us a comprehensive understanding which might be adopted in
different socio-cultural setting like in Indonesia.
Speaking of civil society also is irrespective from the government or
state order. According to some authorities of socio-politic, civil society
constitutes a conciousness of society on their missing rights due to goverment
control which is dominant and unbalanced. In fact, the state or goverment
system is something new for human life because human reflecting the society
or community has been earlier existed prior to state system. The state emerges
on the basis of the society need, so that, they are supposed to make decision
within a state.
In contrast, during its development, the state as a system limits the
dynamic of society. Concerning this, Hegel in his philosophy, al-Haq, asserts
that civil society constitutes universal society who desire to have their rights
back, which so far has been controlled by the state system. The civil society
comprises a hope to develop a new social phase, which is completely revealed
from the bottom of society’s soul.
Thus, it is not utopia, which is has nothing to do with the reality. In a
nutshells, civil society may be defined as an attempt on declaring citizen’s
rights or those who are not belonged the the nobility man or religious/military
Istikomah, M.Hum.
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elites in the scope of civil society domain. The emergence of civil society idea
nowadays is likely a response toward the problem occuring in the modern
time. In this case, it is an answer on the power system of particular adherents
of party (believed) by a communists states by having social power outside the
state. Also, it is an answer on bureucratism where every single decision is
centralized under the birocrats throughout the liberal states as well as the
power system of economical-politics trading over social, health, culture, and
art lifes.
Furthermore, it is a response for dictators of the third sate, in one side,
and due to structural membership who are traditionalist on the other side.
Hence, in practice, civil society is different from one country to another.9
Scrutinizing the historical root of the civil society concept in western
countries is regarded vital as an attempt to perceive something from its
nature. This discussion is preceded by firstly finding the root of its terminology
to get into a comprehensive understanding of the term. It is pressumably
assumed that there is a relation between the practice of democracy and the
emergence of civil society, at the same time there will be a slight discussion on
tracing the history of democracy concept in western countries as well as the
religion correlation in building democratic society toward civil society.
a.

The History of Civil Society Idea in the West
By and large, discussing the emergence of civil society concept in the

West is preceeded by its figure John Locke, who first time spoke about civil
government (al-hukumah al-madaniah), which he wrote in his book. The book
suggests the life of awakening the ummah role within the state life, in coping
with hegemony of the rulers, initiated by the borgueists. He points out the
important of struggling the society sovereignity by proposing democracy
9
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system of parliamentary. And the parliaments are the representative instead
of the power of kings and birocrats.
Furthermore, Jean Jack Rosseau on his popular book Social Contract, he
talks about society sovereignity and political contract between human and
Ruler. Basically, his concept is similar to Locke. Both suggest the role of society
in government, to provide them opportunities to build the reality and future
without the ruler’s interfere. Both of their ideas have opened the gate of
society ressistance everywhere with their various model toward any form of
tyranny. And their ideas which reveal French Revolution in 1789, spreading
out a new consciousness within the society life.
However, this idea once dissapeared untill early 20 century, the new thinkers
appear and falldown back the idea of civil society by raising several civil
organizations, either social, political, cultural dimension, which is beyond the
state interfere.
Why this idea had been dissapeared within the social politic discourses and
re-appeared in the 20 century exactly 1980’s? Seemingly it is important to
discuss it because every single emergence of the concept always brings a
character and new interpretation in the context of new structure and history
as well. However, it does not cause the loss of conceptual framwork as an
analytical tool or normative category from civil society.
b. Democracy in Building Civil Society
Some people said that civil society is closely related to democratic
society because in democracy sphere each individual in the society is given
freedom to develop potency without any oppression outside parties. This
article also slightly discusses about this relation but stressing more on the
essential of democracy as a social system, which is not only limited to a
political system or even religious system.
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Democracy derives from two Greek words, demos means people and
kratos means power. This means that public power or the participation of all
citizens in running the government/controlling power. And this is what is
meant by the ancient Greece, where the existed system in the Greece towns,
with its populous citizens, allows the citizens to immediately socialize in the
state affairs. In this sense, Plato points out that the source of power constitutes
a public will of the entire society.
Additionally, Aristotle classifies a goverment into monarchy,
aristocracy, and republic. By Republic he means that any individual
immediately deals with state affairs. Lincoln, American President called as the
father of democracy, defines democracy as by people power, by people and for
people, constituting a classical meaning of democracy. The various definitions
above similarly show intention of power and the form of power. The aim is to
achieve what has been agreed by the public in term of their participation.
Politically, democracy is a system stressing on individual freedom in
controlling high political power.
In general, democracy shows about the method and model on the living
of society where each individual believe that he himself who has power to
participate in any ethics agreed by society. However, in a narrow sense
democracy means opportunity given to the society members to freely
participate in making decision pertaining to any aspect of life.10 This definition
of democracy in the history is constantly developed from general to specific
meaning.
This meaning caters some norms, which later practized in the form of
behavior, belief and value. Among the important values are detailed as follows:


Admitting common participation in making a decision and the
assurance of expresion freedom.

10
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Individual responsibility for their action observing human rights
and avoiding for taking them over.



Promoting justice amongst society members.

The value and tendency of society serve as a part of determinant factor in
directing individual behavior no matter what the situation and condition is.
Some

authoritiess

said

that

democracy

practice

contains

specific

characteristic, among others are:


Society participation and right equality in the respective participation



Attempts on understanding others feeling and things which should
become their priority.



An individual should accept that others are equal as him.



When a conflict comes to happen between individual and the others it
wont leads to violence level.



An individual should accept that the respective conflict is occasionally
unavoidable. (Muller word, 1978)

Meaning that individual has to stick to democracy values, which make him
consistent throughout his behavior according to the characteristic above, or
he has to be a democratic one in mingled with the others.11
The understanding of today’s democracy needs to stress on a wider
conception of democracy, not merely political one, but rather it serves
theological and social concept.12 Due to the nature of theology and social, each
individual has to realize that he himself is a part of democratization process.
Even more, it serves a part of the process in building the society conciousness,
a civil society who determines his own destiny.
Therefore, democracy process contributes to promoting a civil society
which is phase of process, not a civil society itself as commonly understood. It
is urgent to heed attention to things that encourage the personality cultivation
11
12
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or driven to democratic behavior. In this regard, educational elements from
family, education institution, and environment seem to be determinant factor.
Similarly, Barker See in “Reflection on Government, asserts that a good and
comprehensive execution of democracy

should meet both internal and

external pre-requiste.13 Of which this internal pre-requisite which cultivate
democratic individual and environment.
c.

Religion and the Building of Civil Society
As discussed earlier, a democracy has to do with the process of civil

society building. Or it maybe understood that society in today’s context is a
democratic society. Just like Marx at his period argued that civil society are
bourgeois society.
Speaking of the relation between religion (Islam), and democracy,
basically has been long used as the object of studies, either within Muslim or
Non Muslim groups. In this regard, the great collumnist from Egypt, Dr. Fahmi
Huwaidy states: “Regarding democracy, Islam has been twice miss-treated,
firstly, when Islam is compared to democracy; the second, when Islam is being
contradictive to democracy.”14. According to him, methodologically, it is
impossible to compare between them. Because both of them are two different
variables. Islam constitutes a religion and risalah containing a set of principles
and concept for humankind in term of worship, behavior and social
interaction, whereas democracy is the system, regulation in laws practices and
a mechanism of public participation, or a symbol which brings positive values.
Islam is a comprehensive and specific civilization system, whereas, democracy
represents different project of civilization (West).

13
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As stated above that the discussion of civil society cannot be separated
from that of the state system. The West scholars perceive that Islamic state is
religion state (they see both as the same), meaning they are opposant to the
concept of civil state.
In this regard, Fahmi Huwaidy attracts us to firstly distinguish between the
two terms, Islamic state and theocracy state (dawlah diniyyah). Hence, we
cannot immediately infer that civil state is not Islam state or vice versa.
Furthermore, he states a fundamental distinction between Islamic state and
theocracy state: the former is based on the concept that Allah as the source of
power, while the later perceives that Allah is the source of laws and the society
is the source of power. Therefore, the ruler doesn’t have prerogative right but
the laws are above everything.15
The splitting up between the source of power the source of laws in
Islam conception is considerably urgent to avoid misleading interpretation as
occured in the mid century, in the western part. Where the clergyman at that
time was considered to have a privilege over the others. He feels freely from
the law binding, becuse they are the representative of God. Whereas, the
system of Islamic state it is totally untrue/unjustifiable. The people who are
the source of the state power and all are treated equal according to the laws
(syariatullah).
In the context of Islamic state history at the Prophet and the four
Chaliphs times, has indicated the distinction. The word of Rasulullah on Haj
Wada’, “O man, if there among you whose back I hitted, so, please hit my back.
For those whose dignity is insulted, please insult me. What I wish is that everyone
to take the right of mine, if any or make use of it, so that I can see God in the state
of pure soul.” That’s the way the public treat the ruler in Islamic state where all
are treated equal according to the laws.

15
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And so are the four Chaliphs ordered their people to control them while they
are rulling. Remember when Abu Bakar was appointed as the Caliph of
Rasulullah, the first thing he said is: “If I am good, then support me. And if I’m
wrong then guide me.” So, Umar order his people to guide him even with a
sword. And how the caliph Ali when beated by the Jewish in the court, but
failed to provide evidence that the war cloth belongs to him.
If democratic state or civil state is defined as a power on people’s hand,
Islam has earlier practiced in the period of Rasulullah and the former caliphs.
On the other side, if democracy is defined as the presence of basic concept on
politic and social like the concept of equality and freedom in thinking,
expression or the social justice achievement, Islam has discussed more about
it. If democracy or civil society are defined as divided power (al fashl baina
sulthath), Islam has earlier inspired and guided it. Legislative power as the
most significant power of democratic concept is from the public. The legality
source comes from the public deliberation or public will. Because public will
and deliberation are ‘Ma’shum’. ‘lan tajtami’a ummati ‘ala dholalatin. Executive
power, in this case a state man, who simply execute the legislative power
(mandatory). Also, Judicative power in Islam is separated from both legislative
and executive power.
A Mufassir Al-Raozi in interpreting the verse “Athi’ullaha Wa ‘Athiu alRasul Wa Ulil Amri Minkum”, said that the order to obey to the verse is trully
an order (Jazm). And those who are obliged to obey Allah must be Ma’shum.
And ma’shum is not only for some ummah but for all.16
Ali Syariati in this sense states that all society affairs related to social
system, nothing to do with Aqidah, so the word An-Nas is quite often referred

16
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to Allah. So, if it is said that power is under God’s hand, at the same time the
power also is at people’s hand.17
It is not on the hand who confess themselves as God representative. In
the verse begun with “... if you lend a good thing to Allah...” (Surah 64: 17),
clearly it is indicates that Allah is An-Nas, human or people. Because Allah by no
means no need to have a loan from us. Ka’bah is called as Allah’s home. But
Quran called it as people home (3:96), and free home al-bait ‘atihiq (QS, 22:29,
33).

4. Closing
This article offers a glance of civil society issue in the context of good
governance or good enough governance which is becoming contemporary
discourse among Islamic scholars. This discussion is, in fact, an old issue which
remains relevant for today’s discussion though the Indonesian scholars give
different response, either the pro’s and the con’s toward this issue. As a matter
of fact, this concept in the west remains double standard and absurd. The West
with its concept actually tends to show off to the world about their uncertainty,
due to their zero values. Different from Islam society whose values basis and
paradigm is strong as it refers to transcendental values (wahyu).
Islam has given a clear concept on everything to the mankind. Either
relating to society or humanity or the relation between human, nature
(cosmos) and God. Ali Syari’ati in this case says that there are only two
structures between the society (Qabil & Habil). Of which are different and
opposant one to another, which will constantly long last along with the history.

17
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The difference lies in instrument, sources and the form of production from
both of them.
The ruling Qabil is a king, owner and a the nobility. In the phase of social
development which is primitive and backward, this polar is only representated
by one person who serve as the single power, running the power and
containing three powers; king, owner, and the nobility. He represents the same
face as Qabil. But, in the following phase in its development and evolution of
social, civilization, and cultural system as well as the development in any
dimension of social life and class structure, so this polar needs three separated
dimensions. The manifestation of its politic is power, the manifestation of its
economy is wealth, while manifestation of religion is its pious.
In the Qur’an, Pharaoh is the symbol of politic, Qorun symbolizes
economical power and Bal’am symbolizes official pious. These three manifest
the same Qabil. These three clases are always attempting to control, blackmail
and deceit people.
The second polar is Habil group they control and oppress other people
in facing with the single three class (king, owner, and the nobility). But, both
are unified by divine concept which has been given to Muslim. Only oneness
bond which can unify the separation of these two polars.
Therefore, the impacts of reform movements which has successfully
fallen down Soeharto regime on May 21st 1998 is unsolved yet, such as the
issue of politic with SARA nuance. This occurs due to neither the government
nor the society are experienced in democracy practice which can hamper the
democracy process because they consider it as political power distribution
aiming at providing equal power distribution, not the on the rule of game basis.
Looking at the history of civil society established in Europe in the 18
century with its figure John Lock or Montesquieu aim at avoiding an absolute
government. And Indonesia has adopted an American model, where a state has
weak position “vis-a-vis “public. This is in contrast to the equilibrium principle
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in Islam and history of civil society in the era of Prophet Mohammed. Reality
also shows that democratic state cannot be administered by civil society its
self, but there must be a political will from the government (state will) due to
a great deal of characteristics of democracy as pre-requisite for modern state.
In conclusion, it is expected that the trias politica and other institutional
state to be able to keep an equilibrium in upholding the law enforcement in
democratic way. The society also has to control the performance of
government and its representatives not to be opposing to the public will.
Either as a public or state should promote a democracy and supremacy of law.
Wallahu A’lâm.
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